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Abstract

The first MNB (MNB1) was transplanted to male

We have attempted a regeneration method to promote

(n=12: male group) and female (n=14: female group)

a kidney growth by transplanting a fetal metanephros

Lewis rats (Day 0). The morphology of MNB1 in

with bladder (MNB) into the recipient’s body. In

every

many studies regarding regeneration, males were

ultrasonography, and the second MNB (MNB2) was

used, but the development of treatment for chronic

transplanted on Day 28. On Day 56, all MNBs were

kidney disease must be considered regardless of sex

collected and used for histopathological examination.

seven

days

was

evaluated

using

in clinical practice. In this study, we transplanted two
MNBs to male or female recipient rats and evaluated

The size of MNBs in the male group was significantly

their growth.

larger than that of the females on every measurement
day (p<0.05). Furthermore, there were no marked
changes in the volume of MNB1 in the female group
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on Day 28. In the male group, the ratio of urine

show a chronic progressive kidney disease after the

retention of MNBs were significantly higher than that

onset of acute nephropathy, such as ureteral

of the female group. Female MNBs were found the

obstruction, of which the incidence has recently

mononuclear cell infiltration and tubular atrophy in

increased, so a risk of donors may be high [4, 5].

the histopathological examination.
As radical treatment replacing kidney transplantation,
This study investigated MNBs transplanted to male or

kidney regeneration therapy has been emphasized. In

female rats over time, and clarified that the size and

particular, we have adopted the method in which the

urine volume of MNBs in the male group were larger

fetus-derived metanephros with bladder (MNB) is

than those of the female. Therefore, we suggested that

transplanted to a recipient [6]. It was indicated that

recipients’ sex differences have an influence on the

the transplanted MNB became mature in the recipient

growth in grafts after the rat fetal metanephros

body, having urine-synthesizing and -concentrating

transplantation.

capacities. The use of the Stepwise Peristaltic Ureter
(SWPU) system in which the recipient’s ureter is

Keywords: Sex differences of recipients; Rat;

anastomosed with the bladder region of the MNB

Kidney regeneration therapy; Chronic kidney disease;

promotes hydronephrosis-free metanephric growth

Ultrasonography

[6]. Therefore, it is clinically considered to be one of
the most realistic kidney regeneration methods.

1. Introduction

However, the metanephros tissue is small, and an

Patients with both nephropathy persisting for ≥3

experiment in which the metanephros alone was

months and a decrease in the glomerular filtration rate

transplanted showed that its function corresponded to

or either one is regarded as having chronic kidney

only a few percent of the normal individual’s kidney

disease (CKD). Especially in cats, CKD is an

function. Therefore, the kidney function should be

important disease because reportedly present in

more increased.

approximately 80% of elderly cats aged ≥15 years [1].
CKD treatments include fluid therapy, dietary

CKD progresses regardless of animal species, age, or

therapy,

proteinuria,

sex. Its risk differs among individuals. In humans, the

hypertension, uremia, renal anemia, and dialysis

age and sex are prognostic factors for CKD [7, 8]. In

therapy

However,

particular, the sex is an important factor that

histological changes related to CKD are irreversible,

influences various diseases, and sex steroid hormones

and kidney transplantation is the only radical

and sex-specific tissues/cells influence the biological

treatment [2]. Furthermore, in cats, it is shown that

body [9]. Furthermore, sex differences have been

once the kidney is damaged, its histological changes

investigated

progress in comparison with other animals [3].

regeneration/transplantation [10, iue97511]. However,

Therefore,

kidney

many studies reported the influence of donor-side

transplantation, with the remaining kidney, frequently

factors on grafts. To our knowledge, few studies have

symptomatic

with

blood

donor

therapy

or

cats

for

peritoneum.

for

living

from

the

viewpoint

of

tissue

examined recipient-side factors. In addition, for
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metanephros/MNB transplantation, only males were

were isolated from the fetus of rats. HBSS containing

used as recipients. No study has investigated the

MNB was preserved on ice until transplantation.

influence

of

sex

on

metanephros/MNB

transplantation. In this study, we examined the

2.3 Transplantation and collection of MNB

influence of sex on the growth of the transplanted

In this study, second MNB was transplanted on 28

MNB as a basic experiment for clinical kidney

days after initial MNB transplantation, as previously

regenerative medicine in cats.

reported [12]. The recipient rats were anesthetized
with isoflurane. After the abdominal median was

2. Materials and Methods

incised, the intestinal tract was pulled out of the body

2.1 Animals and groups

to expose the retroperitoneum and abdominal aorta.

To obtain MNBs, 7 female Lewis rats (Japan Charles

Under a microscope for surgery, a minor incision of

River Laboratories, Kanagawa, Japan) on Day 15 of

the retroperitoneum was made, and the first MNB

pregnancy were used. As recipient rats, 11-week-old

(MNB1) was transplanted into the subretroperitoneal

male (n=12; male group) and female (n=14; female

space adjacent to the abdominal aorta (Day 0). After

group) Lewis rats (Japan Charles River Laboratories)

transplantation, the retroperitoneum was sutured by a

weighing 179 to 333 g (245.759.5 g) were used. For

single stitch with 6-0 non-absorbable suture thread.

acclimation, food and water were given ad libitum.

After returning the intestinal tract into the abdominal

These rats were acclimated in a room where the

cavity, the abdominal wall and skin were closed by

temperature and humidity were constant, with a

continuous suture with 3-0 non-absorbable suture

lighting cycle of 12 hours. Prior to this animal

thread. The left kidney was extracted on Day 28 after

experiment, its protocol was approved by the Animal

MNB1 transplantation, and the second MNB (MNB2)

Experiment Guideline and Laboratory Animal Ethics

was transplanted as described above. MNB2 was

Review Board of Kitasato University School of

distinguished by transplanting it on the cranial side of

Veterinary Medicine (approval number: 17-127).

MNB1. Intra-MNB1 urine was obtained on Day 28.
On Day 56, intra-MNB2 urine was obtained, and the

2.2 Isolation and preservation of MNB

rats were sacrificed by anesthesia with isoflurane

In rats on Day 15 of pregnancy, anesthesia was

(5%) and the intraperitoneal administration of

induced with 5% isoflurane, and maintained with 3%

pentobarbital sodium (100 mg/kg). After that, both

isoflurane. The uterus was aseptically extracted

MNB1 and MNB2 were collected. On Day 0, 28, and

through abdominal median section, and a fetus was

56, a blood was obtained through the tail artery or

isolated in Hanks’ Balanced Salt Solution (Hank’s

vein under anesthesia to measure the blood urea

Life

nitrogen (BUN) level, blood creatinine (Cr) level, and

Technologies, CA, America), which was preserved in

hematocrit (Hct). The two collected MNBs were fixed

cooled HBSS. Under a microscope for surgery (Leica

in tissue fixative (ALTFiX、Meiji Seika Pharma Co.,

Balanced

Salt

Solution:

HBSS,

®

gibco ,

®

320 F12 , Leica Microsystems, Tokyo, Japan), MNBs
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2-m sections for hematoxylin and eosin (H-E)

were compared using Kruskal-Wallis test. The urine

staining.

volume on Day 28 after transplantation was evaluated
using the Mann-Whitney U-test. To examine the

2.4 Measurement of the MNB volume using

association between the body weight/anesthesia time

ultrasonography

and MNB volume, Spearman’s rank correlation

Ultrasonography was performed every seven days

coefficient was used.

from Day 7 until Day 56 after MNB1 transplantation
to examine its morphology and size. For imaging, a

3. Results

diagnostic

GE

The results are expressed as the meanstandard

Healthcare Japan K.K., Tokyo, Japan) was used. A 3-

deviation. The rat information and results of blood

11MHz linear-array-type probe was used. As a

examination are presented in Table 1. On Day 0, 28,

display mode, B-mode was adopted, and gain and

and 56, the mean body weight in the male group was

depth were established as 90 and 2.3 to 2.5,

significantly heavier than that of the female group.

respectively. Furthermore, we searched for the

There was a positive correlation between the weight

transplanted MNB to an area adjacent to the posterior

in all individuals and the volume of MNB1 on Day

abdominal aorta by adopting the color Doppler mode.

28, but there was no correlation with the body weight

For examination, rats were anesthetized as described

in the male group and females, respectively. There

above, and fixed in the supine position after shaving

was no difference in the total anesthesia time, and it

the abdominal hair. Assuming that MNB may be a

was not correlated with the volume of MNBs (r=-

spheroid, the cloaca volume was calculated by

0.11). Furthermore, there was no correlation between

inserting the length (L), width (W), and height (H) of

the body weight and anesthesia time (r=0.03). On Day

MNB to a formula for calculating the spheroid

28 and 56, urine could be obtained from MNB1 and

volume: /6 (≒0.52) x L x W x H.

MNB2 in 75% (9/12) and 69.7% (8/12) of the male

ultrasonography

(LOGIQ

S8,

group, respectively, and in 14.3% (2/14) each of
2.5 Statistical analysis

female group. The BUN and Cr levels on Day 0 and

The results of blood examination and the volume of

28 in the male group were higher than those of the

MNBs between both groups were compared using

female group, but they were within the normal ranges.

Student’s t-test. The volume of MNBs on each days

The Hct value was also within the criteria range.
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Body Weight (g)

Total anesthesia time (min)

Number of Rats which urine could be
collected

DOI: 10.26502/avsm.019
Male

Female

(n=12)

(n=14)

Day 0

309.3±11.9

193.6±8.7

< .01

Day 28

347.9±14.3

207.0±8.3

< .01

Day 56

369.0±14.1

207.7±8.9

< .01

-

254.8±18.6

250.1±20.1

.56

MNB 1

75%

14.3%

(9/12)

(2/14)

66.7%

14.3%

(8/12)

(2/14)

Day 0

13.1±1.6

11.0±1.3

< .01

Day 28

16.3±1.9

14.3±2.7

< .05

Day 56

18.8±1.9

17.9±5.4

.57

Day 0

0.13±0.03

0.16±0.02

< .01

Day 28

0.10±0.02

0.14±0.03

< .01

Day 56

0.27±0.02

0.30±0.11

.33

Day 0

46.8±3.9

46.6±1.3

.87

Day 28

46.9±1.3

43.9±1.1

< .01

Day 56

46.1±2.7

43.9±3.7

.10

MNB 2

BUN (mg/dL)

Cr (mg/dL)

Hct (%)

P value

-

-

Table 1: Rat information and results of blood examination.

As shown in Table 2, the volume of MNBs was

the male group, and there were no marked differences

evaluated every seven days after transplanted MNB1.

the growth in MNB1 after Day 28. The correlation

In the male group, the volume of MNBs was

between the volume of MNB1 and body weight of

significantly larger than in the female group in all

each group was low (Figures 2A and 2B). However,

Days. Furthermore, there were increases the volume

the correlation between MNB1 volume and body

of MNB1 and MNB2 in the both groups, but the

weight for both sexes showed a positive correlation

volume of the female group was smaller than that of

(Figure 2C).
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MNB volume in each seven days by ultrasonography (cm3)
Day7

Male
(n=12)

Female
(n=14)

MNB 1

ND

MNB 2

-

MNB 1

ND

MNB 2

-

Day14

Day21

Day28

Day35

Day42

Day49

Day56

0.073±

0.139±

0.277±

0.270±

0.396±

0.361±

0.381±

†, ‡

†, §

0.04

†

0.09*

0.13

-

-

-

0.039±

0.073±

0.107±

0.08

0.14

0.016±
0.01

0.03

0.03

0.03

-

-

-

0.098±

†

0.116±

‡

†

0.15

†

0.145±
†, ||

0.09*

0.08

0.114±

0.122±
§

0.25†
0.214±
0.16†
0.105±

0.05

0.05

0.04

0.05

0.004±

0.026±

0.051±

0.039±

0.01

0.02

0.05||

0.04

ND: no date for cannot observe, ＊: vs. Female, p<0.05, †: vs. Female, p<0.01
‡: vs. Day14, p<0.01, §: vs. Day21 p<0.05, ||: vs. Day35, p<0.05
Table 2: MNB volume by ultrasound in each seven days.

(g)
380

Body weight

370
360
350
340
330
320
0

0.2
0.4
MNB1 volume (㎤)

0.6

(g)
230

Body weight

220
210
200
190
180
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

MNB1 volume (㎤)
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(g)
500

Body weight

400
300
200
100
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

MNB1 Volume (㎤)

Figure 2: Correlation of the volume in MNB1 and the body weight on Day 28.

The correlation between MNB1 volume and body weight on Day 28 was shown. A, B: No correlation was
recognized between volume and body weight for the male group and female group (male: r = 0.23, female: r = 0.15). C: There was a positive correlation between volume and body weight in both groups (r = 0.69).

On macroscopic image of MNB1 on Day 28 after

which urine collection from MNB1 or MNB2 was

transplantation, its size in the male group was

possible on Day 28 and 56 were more than that of the

markedly larger than that of the female group, and the

male group. The urine volume was also significantly

number of MNBs with urine retention was larger

larger in the male group (p<0.01) (Figure 3C).

(Figures 3A and 3B). Furthermore, the rates of rats in
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(Unit)

Urine volume

MNB1

＊

35

30

p<0.01

＊

40

MNB2

(n=9)

25
20

(n=8)

15
10
(n=2)

5

(n=2)

0
Male

Female

Figure 3: Images of MNB1 on Day 28 and the urine volume of MNB1 and 2.

The images are indicated the typical MNB1 of each group on Day 28. A: The MNB of males was large and had
urine retention. New blood vessels were easily observed. B: The MNB of females appeared to be small, and no urine
retention was observed. C: The graph is the volume of obtained urine in MNB1, 2 on 28 days after transplantation of
each MNB. The amount of urine volume was significantly larger in MNB of the male group than that of female
group on both MNB1 and MNB2.

Histopathological examination with H-E staining

male group (Figure 4A). In MNBs of the female

showed tubular dilation related to the absence of a

group,

urine-excreting route, dilation of Bowman’s space,

mononuclear cells, tubular atrophy, and interstitial

and interstitial fibrosis with respect to MNBs in the

fibrosis were observed (Figure 4B).

the

diffuse

interstitial

infiltration

of

Figure 4: Histopathological images of MNB.
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A: The histopathological image of MNBs in the male group is shown. It was confirmed that dilation of the renal
tubules and Bowman's capsule are observed. In addition, hemorrhage in the interstitium is observed in some area. B:
The MNBs of female were observed diffuse fibrosis and renal tubular atrophy in the tissue. Many mononuclear cells
could be found in the blood vessels and infiltrate into the interstitium.

4. Discussion

weight in castrated rats, compensatory glomerular and

The purpose of this study was to examine the MNBs

tubular growth have been shown to be amplified when

transplanted to male and female recipient rats over

androgen is administered to female rats who have

time and evaluate over time the influence of sex on

undergone sterilization and have had one kidney

the growth of MNBs.

removed [14, 15]. Therefore, as a factor involved in
the favorable urine-synthesizing capacity of MNB and

As a result, hydronephrosis was histologically noted

an increase in the MNB volume in male group, the

due to the absence of a urine-excreting route in the

influence of androgen was considered.

MNBs of the male rats, but the urine-synthesizing
capacity could be confirmed. As previous studies

As described above, MNB essentially acquires a

reported hydronephrosis or fibrosis on 4 weeks from

urine-excreting route through anastomosis with the

transplantation,

been

recipient’s ureter. The MNB tissue volume is still

prevented in the male rats in this study, as previously

small, and it may be necessary to transplant several

indicated, assuming the use of the SWPU system [6].

MNBs; therefore, we have adopted a method to

However, the volumes of MNB1 and MNB2 in the

transplant two MNBs step by step. In some animals,

female group were small, and urine synthesis was

like to mice and rats, the number of glomeruli rapidly

achieved in a small number of individuals. This

increases in a few weeks after birth. In addition,

reason was possibly associated with the relationship

unilateral nephrectomy increases the contralateral

between the body weight and organ weight. In both

kidney size regardless of sex [16, 17]. Therefore, in

sexes, the body weight slightly increased, and it was

this experiment, the unilateral kidney was extracted

positively correlated with the volume of MNBs. In

on Day 28, assuming the actual SWPU system. Based

this study, 11-week-old (juvenile) recipient rats were

on our experience, growth of the MNBs transplanted

used. A study indicated that weight gain in the male

after nephrectomy in male rats tended to be promoted

group was more marked than it of the female group at

than that transplanted at first (data not published).

60

hydronephrosis

may have

[13]. Thus,

MNB

Therefore, we expected that MNB2 growth might also

observation

were

be accelerated in the female group, leading to urine

conducted at the timing of body weight change; the

synthesis, but the results differed. In this study,

results of this study suggested an association between

female kidney tissue caused fibrosis and atrophy of

the body weight and MNB growth. Furthermore, the

the renal tubules, despite little urine production. There

kidney weight in the male group is reportedly heavier

was a possibility of foreign body reaction or rejection

than in the female group, and androgen may be

since mononuclear cells were infiltrated extensively.

involved. Androgen significantly increases the kidney

Since the MHC haplotypes between Lewis rats are the

to

100

transplantation

days
and

of

age

growth
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same and the rejection is not severe, generally, Lewis

This study showed that there was a sex difference in

rats are used in transplantation research [18, 19]. Male

MNB growth, which is considered to be a very

animals are used not only in transplantation research

important finding for actual clinical application. It has

but also in various animal study fields. It has been

limitations in this study: no sex hormone level was

considered that the sexual cycle of female animals

measured; actual metanephros growth must be further

may have an influence on the experimental results.

investigated although the volume of MNB was

Estrogen is the most important factor associated with

measured. In the future, various factors, such as the

the estrus cycle of normal female rats. There are many

influence of various hormones on the growth of

reports

MNB, should be performed.

which

renoprotective

suggested
effects

estrogen

and

has

the

contributes

to

compensatory kidney growth [20-22]. However, in

5. Conclusion

these studies, mature animals were used, and tissues

The results of this study showed that the growth of

may differ from those in the process of organ

MNB in the female group was less favorable than in

formation. In addition, estrogen relieves ischemia

the male group. This may contribute to the future

with an increase in the expression of vascular

application of regenerative transplantation research

endothelial growth factor (VEGF), but VEGF may

with MNB. As CKD develops regardless of animal

promote fibrosis [23, 24]. The presence of estrogen is

species, age, or sex, a study targeting further MNB

considered to be one of the factors that have a

maturation in the female group should be conducted.

stronger immune response in the female group than in
the male group. It has also been reported that either
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